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FEDERAL PRE-BUDGET CONSULTATIONS SUBMISSION 
RE: ECONOMIC ISSUES facing CANADIAN TRAILS 
 
The Canadian Trails Federation-Fédération Canadienne des      
Sentiers (CTF-CFS), is a national not-for-profit organization that        
represents the interests of provincial and territorial trails        
organizations across Canada. 
 
The mission of the Canadian Trails Federation is to enhance the recreational trails network in               
Canada by: sharing information, providing leadership and coordination and by building           
consensus within the trails community, both nationally and internationally. 
 
Working with partners the Canadian Trails Federation completed the National Trails Study 2010,             
and is currently engaged in an update of the data contained in that first, and only, report on the                   
number and use type of recreational trails in Canada. 
 
This study revealed: different provinces carry different trail opportunity through inventory and            
types of trails: 
 

 
Importantly, our purpose of presenting here is to reinforce the sheer magnitude of the 360,521               
kilometers of trails in the Canadian trails inventory, and their significant importance to rural,              
wilderness and northern communities. There are thousands of communities that support trails            
by designing and building the infrastructure that in turn requires maintenance, whose costs are              
directly proportional to popularity and use. This collective effort is representative of a huge              
outdoor recreational business sector. 



The 2010 study revealed the breakdown of trails by use and type: 
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TOTAL USE PATTERNS - MANAGED AND UNMANAGED 

 



We wish to address both the funding deficit for operation and the funding imbalance between               
management groups in the country; which in our view has no discernible bearing on the value of                 
the activities, or the relative size of the trails by sector, or authority to total number of trails. 
 
There are significant cost of operation, and revenue generation pressures facing trails in the              
country. These pressures impact in the following domains: 
 

1) Recruitment and retention of volunteers: this is both a benefit and a cost. 
2) National Nonprofits: these organizations are not in the main core funded, those that             

are are more activity than trail based, and the one that is, receives 100% of current                
federal funding. 

3) Bias of Funding to Sport: elite athletes in cross country, marathon, canoe, kayak,             
mountain biking begin most learning on trails, trails are not supported but the sport is?               
This is a systemic bias against recreation. 

4) Land Management: land management organizations may receive public funding, such          
as Seaway Authorities, but they may or may not have trail policies and water course               
protections curtail trail development due to costs. 

5) Number and size of organizations receiving core funding: 1 of 100’s only. There is              
no equity in federal funding approaches for NGO organizations that operate as            
businesses without profit or share capital, but that are businesses nonetheless. 

6) Providers of Funding: there is no secure program relative the the size and number of               
trails in Canada, a funding formula relative to service needs to be developed. 

7) Policy and Regulation: there is no coordinated trails policy, trails policies that exist can              
be divisive - for example Nature Conservancy of Canada secures land that may have              
trails and them seals off traditional use. A policy of land for trails must be developed as                 
the trails sector that receives no funding cannot complete with organizations that do. 

8) Taxation: there is no licence fee recapture for trail development on machines sold in              
Canada, there is no return on goods sold for trails despite the huge industry that               
supplies equipment to 22 different uses; nor is there a tax capture for trails through               
environmental carbon tax despite the greenway benefits eco-trails provide. A funding           
mechanism needs to be developed to address this. 

9) Liability: the risk exposure borne by non-profits and trail operators is excessive and             
unsustainable, we would ask that a funding formula for trails contain a mechanism for              
covering all, or a significant portion of trail liability management costs.  

10) Infrastructure: we request the federal government, identify a range of ministries and            
departments to work with our organization to facilitate an inventory of trails, with a              
directory of trail refurbishment, land use, and other supports for the members of our              
sector. 

11) Lack of Standard or Equally Applied Measure Tourism/Trade Economy: there are           
no comprehensive measurement practice in place to track the value of each activity,             
each trail, trail network or aggregator of these various economies. 

 



12) Programs: we wish to work with identified government departments and receive           
appropriate funding to develop methods to engage first nations, heritage, facilitate land            
use, contribute to urban planning, and affect active transportation, rail to trail,            
infrastructure, environmental protection, greenway development, health and welfare,        
international relations, sport and recreation, parks and processes with other stakeholders           
in trail operations and development. 

13) Non-directed Grant Programs: unfortunately too many grant programs are geared to           
activity, the environment or other tangential types of programs that rely on trails for              
support. What happens in the trail infrastructure sector does not happen in other service              
sectors - trail non-direct funding processes are, by in large similar to sporadic funding              
would be akin to sustaining road infrastructure through grants to car and bike             
companies, rather than direct funding to Ministries responsible for roads. A more direct             
and consistent funding approach needs to be supported and sustained. 

14) National Trail Marketing Strategy: a process for coordinating branding is needed so            
we can drive off shore sales through international tourism. 

15) National Trails Policy: there needs to be a funded process to engage government and              
the trails sector, through the CTF and its members, or recognized partners in the              
completion of a National Trails Policy that supports a National Trails Funding Model. 

16) National Trails Conference and Events: there needs to be a funded series of meetings              
where all trails groups come together to discuss trails issues, the trails economy,             
projects and other issues of benefit to the government and the public organizations that              
are invested in and sanctioned by the sector and government, such that the resolution of               
issues secures a better future for Canadians through better investments and supports in             
the trails sector. 

 
Thank-you for the opportunity to comment. We believe that a process to address these issues in                
whole or in part will make a more robust trails economy that will achieve the second goal of: 

2) improving federal measures that help Canadian businesses to be more productive            
and competitive; 
 
I look forward to discussing these issues further. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Mr. Patrick Connor, CAE, SSA, BAH 
President, Canadian Trails Federation 
 
C.c. CTF Executive 

OTC Executive 


